
Tariff Plan Standard Pro 30 (1) Pro 30 (3) Pro 30 (12) Pro 100 (1) Pro 100 (3) Pro 100 (12)

Activation $35,29 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00

Monthly subscription $84,05 $113,75 $329,12

Quarterly subscription $341,25 $987,35

Annual subscription $1.365,00 $3.949,41

Monthly allowance $47,87 $111,40 $326,76

Quarterly allowance $334,19 $980,29

Annual allowance $1.336,76 $3.921,18

Minimum contract period (months) 12 3 3 12 3 3 12

Price per MB in allowance, background IP $5,94

Price per MB out of allowance, background IP $5,94

ISDN connections (per minute)

ISDN voice calls $5,20

ISDN to ISDN $11,88

Tariff Plan Pro 250 (1) Pro 250 (3) Pro 250 (12) Pro 500 (1) Pro 500 (3) Pro 500 (12)

Activation $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00

Monthly subscription $514,78 $811,84

Quarterly subscription $1.544,34 $2.435,52

Annual subscription $6.177,35 $9.742,06

Monthly allowance $512,42 $809,48

Quarterly allowance $1.537,28 $2.428,46

Annual allowance $6.149,12 $9.713,82

Minimum contract period (months) 3 3 12 3 3 12

Price per MB in allowance, background IP

Price per MB out of allowance, background IP

ISDN connections (per minute)

ISDN voice calls

ISDN to ISDN

Voice connections (per minute) Standard

Voice to Fixed in allowance $0,74

Voice to Fixed out of allowance $0,74

Voice to Cellular in allowance $0,96

Voice to Cellular out of allowance $0,96

Voice to BGAN / SBB / GSPS in allowance $0,56

Voice to BGAN / SBB / GSPS out of allowance $0,56

Voice to FBB / FO $2,22

Voicemail in allowance $0,60

Voicemail out of allowance $0,60

Other services Standard

per SMS in allowance $0,38

per SMS out of allowance $0,38

Static public IP per month $38,50
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N/A

$11,88 N/A

BGAN Postpaid- Tariff-Plans in US$, without VAT

$3,72 $3,27

$4,98 $4,25

$5,20 N/A

Applies to any Pro plans above

$0,60

$0,66

$0,78

$0,85

$2,05 $1,62

$2,66 $2,11

N/A

$0,45

$0,49

$2,22

$0,47

$0,52

Applies to any Pro plans above

$0,29

$0,33

$38,50



Tariff Plan Flex 1GB Flex 2.5GB Flex 5GB Flex 10GB

Activation $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00

Monthly subsciption $1.180,81 $1.552,13 $2.294,78 $3.037,42

Monthly sllowance in MB 1.000 2.500 5.000 10.000

Minimum contract period (months) 3 3 3 3

Price per MB in allowance, background IP $1,19 $0,62 $0,46 $0,29

Price per MB out of allowance, background IP N/A N/A N/A N/A

Voice to Fixed

Voice to Cellular

Voice to BGAN / SBB / GSPS

Voice to FBB / FO

Voicemail

Prices for other services

per SMS in/out allowance

Fixed Public IP per Month

Standard and Pro Plans: The allowance applies to all services and does not roll over to the next subscription billing interval.

The price for the Fixed Public IP is per month regardless the date of activation/deactivation

Voice to Inmarsat Fleet/Swift $1,86

Voice to Inmarsat Aero $3,64 Flex Plans do not support ISDN service

Voice to Iridium $8,16

Voice to Globalstar $5,94 The Tariff Plans Pro 100, Pro 250 and Pro 500 do not support ISDN service

Voice to Thuraya $3,72

Voice to other satellite networks $5,13

32 kbps Streaming $2,67

64 kbps Streaming $5,13

128 kbps Streaming $8,92

176 kbps Streaming $12,62

256 kbps Streaming $15,38

384+ kbps Streaming $21,54

HDR Half Channel Asymmetric $15,38

HDR Half Channel Symmetric $20,80

HDR Full Channel Asymmetric $23,76

HDR Full Channel Symmetric $28,22
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Prices for voice-connections

(per minute)

$0,74

$0,96

$0,56

Prices for voice-connections (per minute)  

Applies to any tariff plans

$2,22

$0,60

$0,38

$38,50

Prices for streaming-connections (per minute)  

Applies to any tariff plans

Billing increment for voice connection is 30/15 sec.

Billing increment for ISDN connection is 30/15 sec.

Billing increment for data connection is 100/20 kB.

Billing increment for streaming is 30/5 sec.

1 MB = 1024 kB = 1048576 B

SMS 160 characters

Both Pro and Flex Plans can have longer term commitments that are available on request; 24 months with a 15% discount and 36 months with a 20% discount (Discount 

is applied to the subscription charge and MB rates, excludes all other call types). Inmarsat require a minimum of 4 weeks notice to create longer term plans; plans will be 

made available for the 1st of the next billing period.

Flex Plans require SAC-C. The SAC-C service will employ sophisticated monitoring of the allowance and will vary the Quality of Service (QoS) experienced by an 

individual connection, so that  the usage remains within the purchased allowance. In the event that a user exceeds the allowance, the QoS (speed) will be reduced to 32 

kbps until the next month commences.

Plans with a monthly subsription are billed pro rated in the month of activation, the allowance applies pro rates as well. The month of deactivation is fully charged.

Tariff plans with a quarterly or annual subscription runs 90 days / 365 days as of the date of activation. Example: A tariff plan activated on March 10th with a quarterly 

subsription the first quarter ends on June 9th of the same year.


